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We discuss the mathematical foundations of specifications, theories, and models 
with higher types. Higher type theories are presented by specifications either using 
the language of cartesian closure or a typed 2-calculus. We prove equivalence of 
both the specification methods, the main result being the equivalence of cartesian 
closure and a typed 2-calculus. Then we investigate "intensional" and extensional" 
models (the distinction is similar to that between 2-algebras and 2-models). We 
prove completeness of higher type theories with regard to intensional models as 
well as existence of free intensional models. For extensional models we prove that 
completeness and existence of an initial models implies that the theory itself already 
is the initial model. As a consequence intensional models seem to be better suited 
for the purposes of data type specification. © 1986 Academic Press, Inc. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
Algebraic specification methods have been introduced by Guttag (1976) 
and Zilles (1975). Since then the mathematical foundations of algebraic 
specifications as well as modularization techniques have been investigated 
by several authors (Goguen, Thatcher, and Wagner, 1978; Ehrig et aL, 
1980, 1982; Burstall and Goguen, 1980; and many others). The result is a 
well developed theory of algebraic specifications which is widely accepted 
as a tool for the development of software systems. 
Algebraic specifications are in general restricted to (conditional) 
equations. Several proposals have been made to extend the language such 
as to include a subsort mechanism (Goguen, 1978), to use first-order 
predicate calculus (Maibaum and Veloso, 1983) or to introduce functions 
of higher types (Goguen and Tardo 1978). Our paper will address the latter 
problem. We treat the mathematical foundations of specifications with 
higher types as well as we look for a suitable notion of language. 
Modularization techniques for such specifications are out of the scope of 
this paper. 
* A summary of this paper appeared under the title "Higher Order Data Types" in the 
proceedings of the 1984 Sympos. on Theoret. Aspects of Comput. Sci., Paris. 
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Our interest in the subject is motivated by a project on compiler 
generation based on denotational semantics where it soon turned out that 
a modularization technique for the specification of denotational semantics 
(as in Gordon, 1979 for instance) is needed to make compiler generation 
comfortable and more efficient. At that time, only abstract data type theory 
provided modularization techniques. But algebraic specification does not 
include a handling of functions with higher types (at least not in a 
canonical way) which are a basic feature of denotational semantics. In 
Poign6 (1983) we have made some suggestions how to combine abstract 
data type theory with higher type structure. Somewhat later we learned 
about he thesis of Parsaye-Ghomi (1981) which seems to be the first treat- 
ment of the mathematial foundations of specifications with higher type 
functions. 
Functions of higher types have been studied in mathematics and com- 
puter science for a long time, one of the aims being to provide a foundation 
of mathematics respectively computer science which is not based on set 
theory. There are two major lines of investigation, one being concerned 
with 2-calculus, the other with cartesian closed categories. In the works of 
Lambek (1980) and Scott (1980) (and earlier papers), typed 2-calculus and 
cartesian closure are related, and an equivalence of the theories is stated. 
The second chapter of our paper may be understood as an elaboration of 
their ideas. It turned out that typed 2-calculus not only has to be extended 
by a product structure as suggested in (Scott, 1980) but that also a further 
binding structure has to be introduced to model composition of (formal) 
functions (=morphisms of a category). We refer to this calculus as A- 
calculus. We give a proof of the equivalence of the theories of cartesian 
closure and of the A-calculus as well as a proof of the equivalence of the 
categories of small cartesian closed categories and of A-theories. 
To remain in the framework of algebraic specification techniques, car- 
tesian closed categories are introduced as algebras with regard to two-level 
specifications. Two-level specifications, being discussed in the first chapter, 
extend algebraic specifications by specification schemes. A similar approach 
to the specification of structures with higher types is taken in Dybjer 
(1983), where the connection between cartesian closure, specification, and 
domain theory is discussed. 
In the third chapter we define the notion of specifications with higher 
types, or higher type specifications for short, either being based on A- 
calculus or on cartesian closure. It is shown that the equivalence of the 
languages of cartesian closure and A-calculus can be extended to languages 
which include the axioms of the respective higher type specifications. Even 
if this results states that A-calculus and cartesian closure are equally 
powerful as a language for higher type specifications, the A-calculus seems 
to be better suited for pragmatic reasons, simply because the use of 
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variables often allows a shorter and more intuitive notation. The chapter 
contains some examples for higher type specifications. 
Cartesian closed categories may be seen as theories in the sense of Law- 
vere (1963) but with higher types. Thus one can ask for a suitable notation 
of models. The third chapter develops elements of a model theory for 
theories with higher types. We suggest two notions of models which may be 
characterized as being intensional and extensional much in the same way 
as ),-algebras and 2-models (Barendregt, 1981). We prove that higher type 
theories are complete with regard to intensional models and that free 
algebras over a suitable sorted set can be constructed. This result is not too 
surprising, and the drawback is that intensional models loose the structural 
properties of the theories as they are not necessarily cartesian closed. For 
extensional models, which are concrete cartesian closed categories, the 
situation is far more unsettled. So far we do not know if theories are com- 
plete with regard to extensional models, but we conjecture that com- 
pleteness does not hold in general. Our major result is that theories which 
are "extensionally" complete, and which have an initial model, are already 
concrete, and the initial model itself. 
The results suggest hat a theory of data types with higher type functions 
should be based on the notion of intensional models rather than on exten- 
sional ones. 
As already pointed out, our work is based on (Lambek, 1980) and 
(Scott, 1980), and closely related to (Parsaye-Ghomi, 1981), where the 
same notion of theory and extensional model is used. Exact correspondan- 
ces are given in the text. Dybjer (1983) uses cartesian closed categories as 
theories with higher types, and constructs free theories as free algebras in 
the standard way. He additonally introduces poset structures and 
investigates the relation to domain theory. About the same time Curien 
(1983) proves equivalences similar to ours. All the approaches have been 
developed independently being based on the pioneering work of Lambeck 
and Scott. 
We assume familiarity with algebraic specification techniques as to be 
found in (Goguen et al., 1978). For category theory we refer to MacLane 
(1972) if no explicit references are given. 
1. TwO-LEVEL SPECIFICATIONS 
Algebraic specifications as considered in Goguen etal. (1978), for 
instance, consist of a set of sorts S, a family Z" = (Z'~, s ] w ~ S*, s ~ S) of 
operators and a family of equations E= (Es[seS). Interpretations are 
given by Z-algebras which consist of a data domain (A, [seS) and 
operators aA: A~ ~ As for all a: w ~ s E Z (where A~ = 1, n: = {0 ..... n--  1 }, 
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Aws := AwxAs, and where a: w~seZ is another notation for aeZw,s). 
We use TsPEc(X) to denote the canonical quotient erm algebra w.r.t, the 
specification SPEC and a set of variables X = (X~ I s E S). X SPEC refers to 
the signature (S, Z) of a specification SPEC. We use mix fix notation. 
While some efforts have been spent to combine given specifications in a 
structured way, less attention has been paid--at least in the abstract data 
type community--to the structure of specifications themselves. In a 
specification there may be implicit dependencies between the data, 
indicated for instance by indices. An example of this kind is the definition 
of categories (Schubert, 1970), where categories are introduced as algebras 
with horn-sets as carriers and composition and units as operators. In fact, a 
definition scheme is given, sorts and operators being indexed by objects. In 
order to obtain an explicit representation f such dependencies, we suggest 
the notion of hierarchical specifications, where the data on each level of 
specification can be indexed by an algebra of the preceding level. 
Hierarchical specifications are generalized algebraic theories as defined 
by Cartmell (1978) (which we noticed only after we have introduced two- 
level specifications in Poign6, 1983). As we use hierarchical specifications 
only to specify categories with varying properties we prefer to avoid the full 
generality of generalized algebraic theories which would require quite an 
elaborate formal definition. In fact, we can restrict our attention to two- 
level specifications which are defined by an extension of the standard style 
of algebraic specifications. 
A typical example for this kind of specifications i  that of a category: 
spec CATEGORY is 
objects orts type 
var A, B, C, D: type in 
morphisms sorts (A, B) 
ops _ o a,~,c--: (A, B)(B, C) --. (A, C) 
1A: ~ (A, A) 
var f :  (A, B), g: (B, C), h: (C, D) in 
eqns fo (goh)=( fog)oh  
1A ° f  =f  
fol~=f 
(The key-words "objects" and "morphisms" are added to support the 
intuition. The indices of o are omitted in equations for readability.) 
The first (object) level specifies the object structure which in case of 
categories imply is a set (formally denoted by the sort type). On the 
second level the morphism structure is specified, the carriers being hom-sets 
(denoted by (A, B)), with composition and units comprising the operators. 
Second-level sorts and operators depend on the first level data. The depen- 
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deney is expressed by using variables over the first level sorts. A 
CATEGORY-algebra consists of a set (of objects), and (horn-) sets for 
every pair of objects, and suitably typed operations of composition and 
units over the horn-sets. 
Formally, two-level specifications are introduced as follows: Let 
SIG = (S, £') be a signature. 
(SIG-) dependent sorts are of the form s(xo :so,...,x,_l :sn 1), where 
siE S and x ieX,  ien  (X is a set of variable names); s is called sort name, 
the variables x~:si indicate the dependency. 
A (SIG-) dependent operator a(x o :So,..., Xm- 1 :Sin_ 1): dso"" ds,_ 1 --+ ds, 
consists of an operator name a, and variables xi:s~ (x, eX, s, eS, 
i em)  expressing the dependency. Arity and coarity are given by 
derived dependent sorts dsj, j en ,  which are of the form S(to,..., tk 1), 
where s(yo:s~) ..... Yk ~:s~_i) is a dependent sort and tl 
TSIG({Xo:So,'",Xm-I:Sm 1)), 1Ek .  
A two-level signature SIG consists of a signature S1G and sets DS and 
DX of dependent sorts and operators. Let D V denote the set of dependency 
variables occuring in DS and DZ. 
Given a SIG-algebra A and a SIG-homomorphism h: Ts~(DV ) ~ A, we 
extend the homomorphism to dependent sorts and operators by 
h(s(xo:so,..., x,_, :s,  ~)) := s(h(xo:so),..., h(x, ~:s,_~)) 
h(a(Xo:So ..... Xm_l:Sm l ) :dso ' "ds ,_ l  ~ds , )  
:= a(h(xo:So) ..... h(xm_ l :Sin ,) ):h(dso) " ' h(ds._ l) ~ h(ds.). 
We call SIG(A)= (DS(A), DZ(A))  with 
DS(A) := {I(ds) I dsEDS, I: TSIG(DV ) -+ A ~ SIG # } 
DZ(A) := {I(da) [ daEDS,  I:TsIG(DV ) -+ A ESIG b } 
the A-signature of SIG, where A is a SIG-algebra. We abbreviate 
OS := DS(TsI~(DV), SIG := SIG(Ts~G(DV)). 
Moreover we observe that every SIG-homomorphism h:A --+ B induces a 
specification morphism (Goguen etal., 1978) h:S IG(A)~SIG(B)  (just 
extend the above definition), and thus a forgetful functor 
Vh: SIG(B) b --+ SIG(A) b. 
A SIG-algebra ag consists of a SIG-algebra A and a SIG(A)-algebra DA. 
A homomorphism /~:~4--*~ of SIG-algebras is given by a SIG- 
homomorphism h:A --+ B and a SIG(A)-homomorphism dh: DA -+ Vh(DB). 
With composition /~'o,q := (h'oh, Vh(dh')odh ) this defines a category we 
denote by SIGb. 
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Let V~_ {x:dsl xeX, dscDS} be a (finite) set of variables, and let 
DTsIG(DV, V) denote the free term algebra over V with regard to the 
signature SIG. Observe that Tsm(DV, V) = ( Ts~o(DV), DTszG(DV, V)) is a 
SIG-algebra. 
A SIG-equation consists of a pair (t, t') of terms of the same sort either of 
TsIG(DV) or ofDTszG(DV, V). In the latter case (t, t') is called a dependent 
equation. 
A SIG-algebra d satisfies an equation (t, t') if/J(t) = g(t') for all SIG- 
homomorphisms ~:Tsm(DV, V)~d (more precisely, h(t)=h(t') if 
t, t' e Tsic(OV), or dh(t)=dh(t') if t, t' eOTsm(DV, V)). 
At last, a two-level specification SPEC consists of a specification 
SPEC = (S, S, E), a S-sorted set D V of dependency variables, and a depen- 
dent specification DSPEC = (DS, DS, DE), where DS, DS, DE are sets of 
dependent sorts, operators, and equations, respectively. A SPEC-algebra is 
a SIG-algebra which satisfies all the equations in E w DE (where SIG is the 
underlying two-level signature). The full subcategory of SPEC-algebras is 
denoted by SPEC b. 
The specification of categories above is a two-level specification (in a 
typical style of presentation). CATEGORY-algebras are exactly small 
categories (MacLane, 1972), and CATEGORY-homomorphisms are 
functors between small categories. 
The structure of our definition allows to use standard algebraic methods 
in proofs. For instance, if we define the notion of a two-level sorted set to 
consist of a S-sorted set X and a DS(X)-sorted set Y, there is an obvious 
forgetful functor from SPEC-algebras to the underlying (S, DS)-sorted set. 
The functor has a left adjoint (TsPEC(X), DTseec(X, Y)), where 
DTsl, EC(X, Y) is obtained from DTsm(X, Y) by factorization i ~--G b in the 
standard way. Especially, Tsm(X, Y) is the free SIG-term algebra over 
(X, Y). Another special instance of this proceeding is the construction of 
free categories over a given graph in (MacLane, 1972). 
In the sequel we use overloading of operators for convenience ( o 
instead of __o A.B.C--, for instance), without developping a corresponding 
theory (compare Gogolla, 1983; Poign6, 1984, for instance). We use 
SPEC(A)~-- f = g 
to state that f=  g is provable from the SPEC(A)-axioms. 
2. CARTESIAN CLOSURE VERSUS ~.-CALCULUS 
As an axiomatic language an algebraic specification aturally generates 
an equational theory. The pioneering work of Lawvere (1963) has 
demonstrated that categories with finite coproducts are an abstraction of 
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equational theories, and that algebras can be interpreted as contravariant 
functors which preserve finite products with natural transformations as 
homomorphisms. Basically, Lawvere observed that equational theories may 
be expressed via derived operators and derived equations, and that theories 
with different presentations but same structure on derived operators hould 
be identified. With isomorphism classes of derived operators as morphisms 
and with substitution as composition, a category with finite coproducts i
defined, the coproduct structure being used to express the arity of 
operations. Such categories are called algebraic theories. In context of this 
paper we prefer to consider the dual notion of categories with finite 
products, as theories then more naturally extend to theories with higher 
types. 
The specification of theories, i.e., categories with finite products, extends 
that of a category by adding a tupling mechanism. 
CATEGORIES WITH FINITE PRODUCTS. 
spec THEORY is 
CATEGORY with 
objects ops 1: ~ type  
__  x __: type type ~ type 
var A, B, C: type in 
eqns 1 xA =A =A x 1 
A x (Bx C)= (A x B) x C 
var A, B, C: type in 
morphisms ops ( > A : ~ (A, 1) 
ps,c:~(BxC, B) qB,c:~(BxC, C) 
(__,__): (A, B)(A, C)~ (A, Bx C) 
var f :  (A, B), g: (A, C), h: (A, Bx C), k: (A, 1)in 
eqns ( >A =k 
(f,g)°P~,c=f (f,g>°qs, c=g 
(h°pB,c, ho q~,c) =h. 
(**) 
(*) 
(**) 
(The notation states that the specification CATEGORY is extended by 
the additional data.) 
A THEORY-algebra T consists of an algebra of objects with operations 
"terminal object" and "binary product" and an algebra of morphisms with 
carriers T(A, B) being horn-sets and with operations such as tupling. 
Clearly, THEORY-algebras are small categories with finite products and 
with the additional property that the equations Xx(Yx  Z)= (Xx Y)x Z, 
Xx 1 = X= 1 x X holds for all objects X, Y, Z (This condition is technical, 
the intention being to simplify notation below). 
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Remark. The operations guarantee the existence of morphisms to be 
generated according to the definition of finite products (compare MacLane, 
1972), the equation marked with (*) ensure the properties of these 
morphisms, and those marked with (**) the unicity. There is a canonical 
choice of products. 
A specification technique involving higher types demands a well-defined 
concept of sorts of higher type. As canonically as products are used in 
theories to express the arity of operations, an abstract notion of "function 
space" should correspond to sorts of higher type. The most likely property 
to abstract from the set-theoretic concept of function space is the natural 
isomorphism 
Set [Xx  Y, Z ]  -~ Set[X, Y~ Z] 
where Set[X, Y] denotes the set of functions with domain X and codomain 
Y, and Y ~ Z denotes the function space over Y and Z. This property is 
axiomatized by cartesian closed categories. Considered as an abstraction of 
theories with higher types, cartesian closed categories play the same part as 
categories with products do for equational theories. This view, being 
folklore in category theory, has been adopted by Parsaye-Ghomi in 
(Parsaye-Ghomi, 1981)and independently in (Poign6, 1983). 
Cartesian closed categories can be specified algebraically by the two-level 
specification mechanism. On the level of objects we add an operator to 
form "function spaces", and on the level of morphisms "abstraction 
operators" and "evaluation morphisms" are introduced. 
CARTESIAN CLOSED CATEGORIES. 
spec CCC is 
THEORY with 
objects ops __ ~ __: type type ~ type 
var A, B, C: type 
morphisms ops evs, c:-~ ([B-~ C] xB, C) 
A: (A xB, C)~ (A, B~ C) 
vat f :  (A x B, C), g: (A, B ~ C) 
eqns (p,4,so A(f), qA,B)°evs, c= f (*) 
A( (pA,B° g, qA,B) oevB, c)= g. (**) 
Remarks. (i) A comparison with the definition given in (MacLane, 
1972) immediately shows that CCC-algebras are small cartesian closed 
categories, but with monoid structure on products. Again the equation (*) 
ensures the properties of the generated morphisms, while (**) guarantees 
their unicity. A canonical choice of exponentiation is implicit in the 
definition. 
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(ii) The operator A: (A x B, C) ~ (A, B ~ C) constitutes one com- 
ponent of the isomorphism mentioned above while the derived operator 
(p~,,o__,qA,8)oev,,c defines the inverse morphism. In semantics of 
programming languages the operators are well known as "curry" and 
"uncurry" (Gordon, 1979). 
As pointed out by Lambek (1980) and Scott (1980), there exists a close 
connection between cartesian closed categories and typed A-calculus. In fact 
cartesian closure is like the theory of combinators (Barendregt, 1981) a 
variable-free approach towards a theory of functions. The type structure of 
our A-calculus is more elaborate because of the addition of products. 
The definition of A-calculus proceeds in the style of two-level 
specifications fixing the type structure on the first level, and the term struc- 
ture on the second level. Generalized algebraic theories (Cartmell, 1978), 
and thus especially two-level specifications, do not seem to cover the 
binding mechanism of A-calculus: In generalized algebraic theories 
assumptions are of the form xo~Ao ..... xn~An(xo,...,Xn-m), where each 
type A i depends on the preceding types Aj with i< j~n+ 1, while in 
A-calculus assumptions of the form x~A ~---M~B ("If x is a variable of 
type A then it can be proved that M is of type B.") are needed. It may be 
an interesting task to extend the notion of generalized algebraic theories in 
such a way, and to see if our results hold in such a unified framework. 
A TYPED A-CALCULUS WITH FINITE PRODUCTS 
spec A TYPE is 
sorts type 
ops l :~type  
__  x __:  type type -~ type 
__  --> __: type type ~ type 
var A, B, C: type 
eqns l xA - -A=A× I 
(A x B) × C=A × (B× C) 
A TYPE is called the specification of types. Clearly, every A TYPE-algebra 
is an algebra of objects w.r.t, the specification CCC. 
Let A:type be a type variable. Then VA := {x:A[x~X} is the set of 
variables of type A, X being denumerable. Moreover let 
V*:= {(xo:Ao ..... x, l :An_l) lxi:Ai~VA~,xi:/ :xj i f i4: j fori ,  j~n}. 
Type-sorted sets A n of terms are defined by induction using a scheme 
indexed by A TYPE-terms over type variables A, B ..... Replacement of the 
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type variables by concrete types, Le., elements of a A TYPE-algebra D, and 
evaluation of the resulting A TYPE-terms in D, then yields the concrete A- 
terms. The set FV(M) of free variables of a term M is defined 
simultaneously: 
(i) VA~_A.4, FV(x)= {x} for x~ VA; 
(ii) MeAA_~8, NeAA=~(MN)eAB, FV(MN)=FV(M)~FV(N),  
(x0:Ao ..... Xn_1:A,_~> ~ V*, M~A 8 
~(2(xo:Ao,. . . ,x,  I:An_I>'M)~AAo×...×A._I~s, 
FV(A(xo: Ao ..... x,_l:  A,_I>" M)= FV(M)\{Xo: Ao,..., x,_l :  A,_I}; 
(iii) ( )eA~,A/ ( (  5)=~;  
Mie AA~, ien=> ( Mo ..... Mn- I  > e AAo× ... ×A. 
FV((Mo,..., M,_ ,>)= (,J FVfMi). 
icon 
For notational convention we use script letters x, ~¢,..., for tuples of 
variables (Xo ..... X,_l> ..... xi~VA,, and ~/,JV,..., for tuples of terms 
(Mo,..., M,_I>,..., with Mi~AA,, i~n. xi (resp. J/~) denotes the ith com- 
ponent of a tuple, and I~1 (resp. I~'1) the length of the respective tuple. 
Note that a tuple of variables is a tuple of terms. We often omit brackets 
for tuples of length t. 
As in Barendregt (1981) we consider terms modulo a-conversion. Then 
substitution, which is simultaneous, is defined by 
x[x /X]  - ~ if x = xi, 
- x else 
(MN)[x/.A/'] = (M[x/ JV]  U[x / JV] )  
(2k,. M) [x /W ] = (,~t/• M[x / jV ] )  
(Mo,..., M ,_ I  ) [x /W]  -- <Mo[x/W ] ..... M,  1 [x /W]  > 
with I~l = lY l  and Y of suitable type. 
The set of closed terms of type A is denoted by A °. The terms are to 
satisfy the following axioms (axiom scheme): 
(fl) (,Lx. M)Y  = M[~/W]  
(tl) 2x ' (Mx)=M if FV(M)c~FV(x)=~, 
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M=()  if MEA~, 
(poM, . I . ,p , _ IM)=M with pi:= ~,~'x  i 
<M, < ) )  =M= << ), M)  
<L, <M, N) )  = <<L, M) ,  N)  
M=M 
M=N~N=M 
L=M,M=N~L=N 
M = M ~ LM = LN, ML' = NL', 
(L, M)  = (L, N) ,  
2x- M = 2x. N 
(M,L ' )=(N,L ' ) .  
We refer to the calculus as A-calculus. A(D)~--M= N is used as notation 
to state that M = N is provable w.r.t, a given type algebra D. 
2.1. PROPOSITION. 
2(xo: Ao,..., xi: 1,...,x~_I : A , _ I ) "  M 
=2(xo:Ao, . . . ,x i_ l :A i  ~,Xi+l:Ai+l, . . . ,x,_ l :An I ) 'M  
2(xo :Ao , . . . , x i :Box ' "  xBm_l  ..... x,  I :A ,  1 ) 'M  
= )o{Xo: Ao,..., Y0: Bo,..., Ym-1; Bm- i  ..... Xn--l: An - l>  
• M[x , /{yo , . . . ,  ym- ,>] .  
Proof. As (Xo,...,Yo ..... Ym--I,'",X~--I)=(Xo,'",(Yo,'",Ym--I),'",X, 1) 
and by application of the q-rule. | 
Remark. The use of "parameter lists" in 2~v. M tacitly assumes that 
products have a monoid structure. This is reflected in our definition of type 
algebras. Without the monoid axioms on type algebras, the parameter lists 
are to be structured (f.e. 2( (x :A ,y :B) ,  z :C ) .M) .  In this case the 
development is technically more complicated but does not give essentially 
different insights. Another proceeding is to allow only unary parameters 
("2x:A • M"), but then projection operators must be added. We believe that 
the latter possibility is less intuitive as it does not exploit the implicit pro- 
jection facilities provided by variables. 
In order to compare the theories of cartesian closed categories and of A- 
calculus, we need translations from A-terms to CCC-terms and vice versa. 
We follow the approach suggested in (Scott, 1980). 
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Translation of A-Terms to CCC-Terms 
Any A-term M of type B is translated to a morphism (= constant CCC- 
term) 
~M~: l-I A ~B 
x:A ~ FV( M) 
for a suitably chosen product. It turns out that the choice of the product is 
essential when comparing the theories of cartesian closed categories and A- 
calculus. We use lists of variables for an explicit coding of tuples to 
products: 
Let union and deletion on variable lists V* be functions 
__~__: V*x V*~ V*, 
uniquely defined by 
xuy=~c 
=<~,y> 
.u< >=~=< >vo~ 
__\__: V* x V* --* V* 
if Y=~i ,  
else 
(~,~,x ,y~ V* , ly l= l ) .  
The list ~(M) of free variables of a A-term M is inductively defined by 
q~(x) = x if x e V~, 
q~( MN) = q~( M) to q)( N) 
4, (~ . M)  = ~(M) \~ 
q~(~') = ~ q~(J¢/i) with canonically induced iterated union. 
For x ~ Is* let 
( ) : - -1  
~:= A.ox'"  xAn_I if x=<xo:Ao ..... x,_I :A~ 1>. 
We observe that for xeV*  and ~¢=(yo:Ao, . . . ,y ,_ l :A,_ l )  with 
{ Yi: A i l i  ~ n } c_ FV(~c) there is a canonical substitution morphism 
7(x" ~¢) := (Pio,...,Pi._,>:-~--*_~ 
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where yij= cc~, and p~: ~ --+ #g is the projection to the ith component of ~. 
For convenience we extend the notation to A-terms: 
M = q~(M). 
Thus any A-term M of type B is translated to a morphism IMp:M--+ B. 
With this preliminaries the translation of A-terms to CCC-terms is given by 
the following diagramatic definitions: 
[Ix :A~ :--- 1 a 
(MN) ,8  
MxN ~M?×~ , [A~B]xA 
where M6AA~s,  NEAA,  and 7--7(d)(MN)-(~b(M), ~b(N))) 
~Vw B 
_~B [~B]x~ -' >B 
~--a4~ l ~-M~ ×1~ I l~  
(kw "M) (k~e 'M) x x ~. M - -  y 
where Me AB, and ? = 7(~(2~" M) u x .  ~b(M)) 
d// ~~? ) B 0 x • - • x B,,_ 1 
• ~tto x " ' "  x . /a , , _ ,  
where dr/e AB0 × ... × B,,<, and ? = 7(q)(J/) • (#(J/o),-.., ~b(J¢/,_ t))). 
Remark. Another, very elegant translation of substitutions, based on 
the variable concept of deBruijn (Barendregt, 1981), is given by Curien 
(1983). There the substitution morphisms are explicitly computed from the 
index of variables. The reference has been pointed out by G. Huet. 
2.3. LEMMA. Let ~, at be tuples of variables with x ~ V* and 
FV(at) c_FV(~c). Then 
~2:v. at~ = A(?(~ - at)). 
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Proof. Immediately from the definition as [['~ = 1~,. I 
2.4. PROPOSITION. Let D be a A TYPE-algebra. Then 
A(D) ~ M= N ~ CCC(D) ~ 7~, ° ~M~ = VNo ~N~ 
where ~M= ~ ( O(M), O(N) } . O(M)~ and 7N= ~ ( O(M), O(N) ) . O(U)~. 
Proof. The correctness of the /~-axiom directly (by application of the 
definitions) follows from commutativity of the diagram 
(O(M)\w) x JV , M[-w/A/] 
(e (M) \~)  x ~ --, M ~ B 
where Me AB, ~eA~_.  Substitution morphisms are not labeled, but 
obvious from the context. We use that diagrams involving only substitution 
morphisms (composed from projections and tupling) commute because of 
coherence (MacLane, 1972). Commutativity of (*) is shown by induction 
on terms. The proofs are diagramatic, the outer diagrams are a 
specialization of (*). 
(i) "M = ~i"'. 
.~  ,~x  " "  ×~_1 ,~, .  
(1) commutes by definition of ~Y~, (2) because of product properties. 
(ii) "M = y e FV(z)": 
yx~ ~y ~y 
yx~ ~y ~y 
(1) commutes because of product properties. 
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(iii) "M = PQ": 
(*(PQ)\~c) x ~ , PQ[w/~]  
1 l 
(@(PQ)\w) x JV'---> (*(P)kw) x JV'x ( * (Q) \ . )  x .A:i~ P[w/.A~l x Q[w/A/'] 
( * (PQ) \w)  x ~c --. ( * (P ) \w)  x w x (O(Q)\w) x w <~/  
I 1 / 
PQ.  ' P x Q .//(e~/.¢]~ × ~QE~/-~:]? 
I eVA'B 
B 
(1) commutes because of product properties, (2) by inductive assumption. 
(iv) "M = 2~:" F ' :  The diagram 
((1)0.V • P)kw) x .A/'x ,V , (;L u • PEw/A/I) x .V 
\ / 
(*(P)kw) x .A/" , P[w/A/]  
1 x [~~ x 
(@(P)\w) x w , P --~-~ B ~2) 
• . ~ [ / / -+  B]  x ~/ (O(X~/ P ) \x )  x Jffx ~/ ,Z~/'P x ~/ ~.P l  × 1 
commutes: (1) by inductive assumption, (2) by definition, and (3) by 
product properties. By abstraction we then conclude that 
1 x E~:3[ 
( . (a~:  • e , ) \ ,~)  × , k~-P  
, k~/" P [w/~ ' ]  
' [e  -~ B]  
commutes. 
643/68/1-3-2 
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(v) "M=/g"  can be shown by a straightforward iagram chase 
using the inductive assumption for each component rig,.: 
For the q-axiom the statement directly follows from the definitions 
using unicity of abstraction. For the 7r-axioms, use that 
~2<x, y ) .  x~ = Apx,~, and ~<x,  y ) '  y~ = Aq_~,~_, Lemma 2.3, plus 
the unicity axioms. | 
For the translation of CCC-terms to A-terms one may be inclined to 
follow the lines of (Scott, 1980) and, for instance, define 
#1a# = )~x:A " x 
# To T'# =2x:A ' (#T '#(#T#x) ) .  
A closer look proves that the translation is inadequate if equivalence of the 
theories of cartesian closure and A-calculus is to be established. We have 
for instance 
~ # 1A# ~ = ~2x:A " x~ = A(7 " 1~) 
# ~-x:A~ # = #IA# =2x:A'x.  
With this translation the theories only turn out to be equivalent up to 
abstraction in a sense to be made precise below. 
Category theory distinguishes between "functions" as morphisms and 
"functions" as elements of a "function space," i.e., a morphism f :  A -~ B 
and a morphism A(7 . f ) :  1 --. [A ~ B]. This distinction is somewhat hid- 
den in A-calculus: a A-term is a "function" in its free variables, while a 
"function name" is obtained by abstraction. For a "correct" translation of 
CCC-terms to A-terms, which preserves this distinction, a A-calculus is 
needed where substitution on free variables is an explicit concept. There are 
several possibilities for an explicit representation f the functional aspect, 
for instance to introduce different sets of variables for free and bound 
variables, or to use the technique of de Bruijn (Barendregt, 1981). We 
favour the following concept: 
Function Types in A-Calculus 
Let F be a denumerable s t of names for function variables: 
f: (A, B)eA(~,B)forfeF FV(f: (A, B) )=~ 
xe  V*, McAa,  FV(M)c__ {x}~(x 'M)eA(~,a)  FV(x 'M)=~ 
MeA(A ,n) ,NeA.~(M'N)eA~ FV(M'N)=FV(N), 
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The new terms, considered modulo e-conversion, are to satisfy the axioms 
(fl') (x" M)' JV'= M[x/dV'] 
(~') ~- (M '~)=M if FV(M)c~VV(.)=;~ 
and the standard compatibility rules (binding and substitution as obvious). 
Terms Me A{a,~) are called A-functions. 
Remark. The function types correspond to horn-sets of categories. The 
new structure models algebraic substitution (compare Remark 2.10(i)). 
We now rephrase the translation of CCC-terms to A-terms given in 
(Scott, 1980), but are careful about the use of free and bound variables. 
TRANSLATION OF CARTESIAN CLOSURE TO A-CALCULUS. 
#PA,B# 
#< >a# = 
# eva,a# --- 
#TOT '# = 
#<T, T ' )#  = 
#A(T)# = 
#f :  (A, B)# =f :  (A, B) 
#lA# =(x:A) 'x 
= (x:A, y :B)"  x #qa,8# --- (x:A, y:B)"  y 
(x :A) "  ( ) 
(x:A ~ B, y :A) ' (xy )  
<x:A)" #T '# ' (#T#'x)  if 
<x:A) '<#T#'x ,  #T '# 'x> if 
(x :A) '2y :B"  #T#' (x ,  y )  if 
T: (A, B), T':(B, C), 
T: (A, B), T" (A ,  C), 
T: (A × B, C). 
2.5. PROPOSmON. Let D be a A TYPE-algebra. Then 
CCC(D) ~-- T = T' ~ A(D) ~-- # T# = # T '# 
Proof By straightforward computations, for example, 
#To 18# = (x:A ) .  ( ( y :B)  " y)'( # T#'x)  
= (x" A)- # T#'x  = # T# for T: (A, B), 
#(T°Pe ,  c, T°qa, c )# 
= <x:A)" ( ( (x :A) ' ( (y :B ,  z :C) 'y ) ' (#  T#'x)) 'x,  
( (x :A)  "(( y:B, z :C)  "z)'(# T# 'x))'x) 
= (x :A) '  ( ( (y :B,  z :C) 'y ) ' (#T#'x) ,  ( (y :B ,z :C) ' z ) ' (#T#'x)  
= (x:A)"  #T#'x= #T# 
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#<T,  T'>opB, c# 
= <x:A>" (( y:B, z :C) 'y ) ' ( ( (x :A  )" (#  T#'x,  # T'#'x>)'x) 
=(x :A>'#T#'x=#T#.  | 
We have to extend the translation of A-terms to CCC-terms: 
H-f: (A, B)~ =f :  (A, B) 
Ix .M~ = Ix" ~b(M)~ o~M~ 
~M'N~ = ~N~o ~M~ 
(note that terms of type (A, B) are closed). 
2.6. FACT. A(~-x'M~)=~2~'M~. 
Proof ~x'M~ = ~2~v'M~ ×l~oevs,s as x .M is  dosed. | 
2.7. LEMMA. Let x, ~ be tuples of variables with x e V* 
FV(~) ~_ FV(x). Then 
(i) ~x.  ~l] = y(~v" ~¢) 
(ii) # ~x" ~,~ # = :~v" ~. 
Proof (i) Lemma 2.3 + Fact 2.6 or straightforward. 
(ii) #[x -g¢~# = #?(x '~)# = #(p~0,...,p~,_,># 
=~.  <(~. ~) '  ~,..., (~' ~,o_,)% > 
= ~" <~,0,'", ~,°-~> 
=~"  ~,. | 
2.8. PROPOSITION. Let D be a A TYPE-algebra. Then 
(i) 
(ii) 
Proof 
examples: 
(i) 
and with 
A(D) ~-- # ~M~ # = q~(M)'M for M~ A A, 
A(D) +- # ~M~ # = M for Me A(A,B ), 
CCC(D) ~ ~ # T# ~ = T for a CCC-term of sort (A, B). 
Again by straightforward computation. We give a few typical 
# ~x~# = # IA# = (x :A>'x  
# ~ .M~ # = # ~.  ~(M)~ o WM+ # 
= x '  (q~(M) • M)'((x • q~(M))%) 
by inductive assumption and Lemma 2.7(ii) 
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# [2x "M~ # = #A(~2(~,, x )  • ~(M)~ o ~M~ # 
=~¢. 2x. (~(M)'M) ' (Q¢,  x)  • ~(M)'Q¢, x ) )  
by inductive assumption and Lemma 2.7(ii) 
= ~¢. 2x. (qb(M). M)'qb(M) 
= ~¢' 2x' M where ~¢ = ~(2x. M); 
(ii) E#(T ,T ' )#~=[[ (x :A) . (#T#'x ,  #T'#'x )~ 
= ~(x :A) .x~ o ~(x :A) .  (x,  x ) ] ]o (Tx  T') 
using the inductive assumption 
=(1A,1A)o(T×T ' )  
= (T, T') 
~ # A(T)# ~ = ~ (x:A ) " 2 ( y :B)  " # T#' (x ,  y)~ 
= [(x:A).x~ oA(~(x, y ) .  (x, y)? 
o ~(x, yF ' (x ,  y)~o ~#T#?)  
=A(T) 
by inductive assumption and Lemma 2.7(i). | 
All the results obtained so far amount o the 
2.9. THEOREM. The theories A(D) and CCC(D) are equivalent for all 
A TYPE-algebras D, i.e., 
A(D)~-- #EM~# =M 
CCC(O)~ ~ # T#~ = T 
A(D) w- M= N ~ CCC(D) ~-- ~M~ = ~IV~ 
CCC(D)~-- T= T' ~ A(D)~-- #T# = #T '# 
for M, NeA(~,m, T, T' being CCC-terms of sort (A, B). 
Proof By Propositions 2.4, 2.5, and 2.8 we have only to check well- 
definedness of [[M'N~ and Ix" M~. We compute 
~(~. i ) '~  = i~?o ~ - i~  
= ~JV'~ o (~).x "M~ x l x) o ev~,s (2.6) 
= (~2x" M~ x [Jf'? ) o ev_~,B 
= ~(~.  M)X?  
= [~Mix/JV]~ 
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and 
~x" (M'x)~ = ~_x " x ;  o ~M'x? 
= ~x~o ~M~ 
=~M~. I 
(FV(M)  = (~) 
2.10. Remarks. (i) Let a calculus o f  substitution be defined by 
restricting the A-calculus to the type algebra 
spec n TYPE is 
sorts type 
ops : ~ type 
__  x __: type type ~ type 
var A, B, C" type 
eqns 1 ×A = A = A × 1 
A × (B × C) = (A × B) × C 
and to the term forming rules 
V A ~ A A 
Me A(Am), N~ A A =~ M'N~ A ~ 
x ~ V*, Me A~FV(M)  ~_ {~} ~ x"  Me A(~_, m 
Mi6  A~i, i6n=~ <Mo,..., M,_ I> ~ AAo× ... ×a,-I 
and to the corresponding axioms. Refer to the calculus as F-calculus. Then 
we immediately conclude from the proof of Theorem 2.9 that 
PROPOSITION. For every n TYPE-algebra D the theories THEORY(D)  
and F(D)  are equivalent. 
The proposition states the standard fact that composition of algebraic 
theories (here in product form) corresponds to algebraic substitution (here 
expressed in a 2-calculus tyle). 
(ii) If we restrict he A-calculus by omitting the term forming rules 
for x.  M and M'N plus corresponding axioms, and if we replace x.  M by 
).~. M and M'N by (MN)  in the translation #__# of CCC-terms to A- 
terms we obtain 
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PROPOSITION. For every A TYPE-algebra D the theories CCC(D) and 
A'(D) are equivalent up to abstraction, where 
- -A '  refers to the restricted A-calculus, and 
--equivalence up to abstraction states that 
A'(D) ~-- 
CCC(D) ~-- 
A'(D) ~-- 
CCC(D) ~- 
# WM-~ # = £qS(M). M 
~# T#~ = i ~ 
M= N ~ CCC(D) ~-- ~M~ = ~N~ 
T= T' ~A ' (D)~- -  #T# = #T '# 
with M, N e A(A.B ) and T, T' being CCC-terms of sort A(A, B), and where 
~': I-If:(A,B)~FV(TI [A ~ B] ~ [C--* D] is defined by (T of sort (C, D)) 
f :=  1As s for f : (A ,B)  
~( To,..., T,, ~)=~o(~0× "" ×~,_~)o0 
where d: [AooB0]x""  x[An_ I~B,_ I ]~[A-~B]  is the CCC- 
morphism which corresponds to the CCC-operator a: (Ao, Bo)"" 
(A, _ 1, B, _ 1) --* (A, B), for example, for composition 
[A~C]xA , C 
evA,C 
[A~B]xEB- - - .C ]xA~EB~C]xEA~B]xA 'E~.c]×e~,. ' [B~C]xB 
The transition is the well-known way to understand a cartesian closed 
category C as a C-enriched category (Kelly, 1982). 
For a proof of the proposition again the products have to be chosen 
suitably. Then the proof proceeds traightforward along the lines of that of 
Theorem 2.9. As pointed out, cartesian closed categories (as models of the 
theory of cartesian closure) may be seen as theories with higher types, 
extending the idea to conceive equational theories as Lawvere theories. 
Similarly, the typed A-calculus allows us to express theories with higher 
types by adding constants and axioms. These so-called A-theories are more 
concrete in the sense that one has an explicit term representation while car- 
tesian closed categories abstract from a specific representation (as 
Lawrence theories opposed to a definition of equational theories in logic). 
Our result links the theory of cartesian closure to typed A-calculus, hence it 
seems to be reasonable to use the result o compare higher type theories as 
cartesian closed categories with higher type theories as A-theories. 
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2.1 I. DEFINITIONS. A A-theory T consists of 
- -  a A TYPE-algebra D, 
- -  a D × D-sorted set C = (C(d,d') [d, d' ~ D) of constants, and 
- - a  DxD-sorted set E r r =(E(d,a,)~A(a,d,)xA(d,d,)] , d'~D) of 
equations uch that E= E +, where 
--AT-terms are defined by adding C(d,d,)~__A~d,d,), d, d'sD, as a rule 
for term construction, and 
- - (M,N)eE  + if AT(D)~--M=N with At(D) being the calculus 
enriched by the constants and the equations. 
A homomorphism h: T~ T' of A-theories consists of 
- -  a homomorphism h:D ~ D' of A TYPE-algebras, and 
- -sor ted sets (hd:A ~ T A r r ~ Ah(d) l d~D) ,  (he, e," (d,d,)-* A(h(d),h(d,)) l d, 
d' E D) of functions, such that the A-structure is preserved and h(M) = h(N) 
if M=N.  
A-structure is preserved if
h(~,u)(x'M)=h(x)'hu(M) for M ~ A(d,U,) 
hd~(M'N) = h(u,u,)(M)'hd(N) 
h~ ~ d()~x" M) = 2h(~z)'hd(M) hd,(MN) = hd~ d,(M) hd(N) 
hd(x:d)=x:h(d) h(( >)= ( ) 
hdo× ... ×d,_,( Mo ..... M,,_ 1 >)= ( hdo(Mo) ..... hd,_l(M,_ l) ). 
where 
h((x0:do ..... x .  l :d . _ l ) )=(xo :h(do)  ..... x._l:h(d._l)) 
The categories of A-theories (resp. A(D)-theories) (with a fixed A TYPE- 
algebra D) are denoted by A-TH (resp. A(D)-TH). 
It is not too surprising that 
2.12. PROPOSITION. A-TH~CCC b and A(D)-TH~CCC(D) b, where 
CCC b (CCC(D) b) is the category of CCC-algebras (with a fixed algebra D 
of objects). 
Proof Given C~ CCC b we construct a A-theory T c with A TYPE- 
algebra D c being the algebra of objects of C, with constants 
(C[d,d ' ] [d,d 'eD) and equations M=N~E c if ~M~c--~N~c, where 
~M~ c is obtained by adding If]] = f for f :  d ~ d' ~ C to the translation 
given above and interpreting ~M~ in C. Ec = E~ by 2.9 using #f# =f  
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A CCC-morphism F: C ~ C' induces a homomorphism h F" T c ~ T c' of 
A-theories by h~a,d,)(f) = F( f )  for f :  d ~ d' ~ C (as A TYPE- 
homomorphism the object part of the functor must be used). The only 
property to be checked is hr(M)  = hF(N) if M = N: 
It is a straightforward induction to check F(~M~c)= WhF(M)~c, for 
instance, F( ~MN~ c) = ~hF(MN)~ c: 
F(~MN~ c ) = F([~qb(M)~ q~(N)" < qb(M), q~(U)>~c o (~M~c × ~N~c)o eva, a, ) 
= ~O(M) w oh(N) • <O(M), O(N) >~ c,O F([M~ c) 
x F([N~ c)O eVg(a),g(d, ) 
(Substitution morphisms are preserved 
by product preserving functors.) 
= ~hr(M)  hr(N)~ c '  using the inductive assumption, 
= ~hF(MN)~ c'. 
But then 
M = N~ [M~ c = [N-~ c ~ F(~M~ c ) = F(~M~ c ) 
=:" ~hF(M)~ c' = WhF(N)]] c, ~ hF(M) = hF(N). 
Vice versa, let T be a A-theory, a category C T is defined where the object 
structure is the A TYPE-algebra D of T, homsets are Cr[d, d'] := 
{ [M]  I M ~ A~d,d,)} and composition is [M]o  [N] = [ (x  : A } "N'(M'x)) ] .  
If we analoguously use the definition of #__  # to express the operators of 
cartesian closure it immediately follows from 2.5 that C r is a cartesian 
closed category. The mappings (h(a,d,) A~,d,~ r d' • ~ A (h(a),h(d')) ] d, ~ D) of a A- 
theory homomorphism induce a cartesian closed functor Fh: CV~ C r' (use 
the equality h (#M#)= #Fh(M)#,  which is proved by an easy induc- 
tion). 
These data define an equivalence of categories as the definitions ensure 
compatibility of the structures. | 
The whole development suggest he 
2.13. DEFINITION. A A-theory is called a concrete higher type theory, a 
CCC-model is called an abstract higher type theory. 
Remark• Free cartesian closed categories over a given set of operators 
can be constructed (add the operators to the A-calculus and use 
Proposition 2.12, freeness of this theory is easily shown)• This proves a 
theorem stated in (Parsaye-Ghomi, 1981). In contrast o our proceeding, 
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Parsaye-Ghomi constructs a free cartesian closed category over a given 
signature category. Then the equivalence to an extended 2-calculus depends 
on the statement that the construction of free cartesian closed categories 
over a category preserves product and exponentiation structure on objects 
(Parsaye-Ghomi, 1981, p. 89) which may be doubted. 
3. SPECIFICATIONS AND THEORIES WITH HIGHER TYPES 
Our concept of specifications with higher types is closely related to the 
concept suggested by Parsaye-Ghomi (1981). The difference from standard 
specifications is the use of higher types as sorts. In our approach the 
operators are polymorphic because of the two-level mechanism. In exten- 
sion to (Parsaye-Ghomi, 1981) type structure may be added. We again 
compare cartesian closure and A-calculus. 
3.1. DEFINITION. An algebraic specification TYPE = A TYPE + 
(~, TZ, TE) is called a type specification, the operators of T£" are 
(additional) type constructors. 
Remarks. (i) As A TYPE is a fixed part in any type specification, we 
only declare the additional data using the keyword "types": 
"sums" types ops __ + __: type type ~ type 
"universal object" 
types ops U: ~ type 
eqns U = U-~ U 
"natural numbers" 
types ops _ + __: type type -~ type 
nat: ~ type 
eqns nat = 1 + nat. 
(ii) Heterogoneous type specifications are possible as well, allowing 
to deal with several categories. We only consider homogeneous type 
specifications in this paper. 
3.2. DEFINITION. A higher type signature HSIG consists of a type 
signature X TYPE and a set HS  of higher type operators of the form 
a: to • • • In_ ~ ~ tn n > 0 
with tie TZ-TVPE(X), i en, being terms over a suitable set X of type 
variables (a: ~ t is used for a: 1 ~ t for short): 
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A. Cartesian Closure. 
spec CCC[HSIG] is 
CCC with 
objects ops{co: typC ~ type I co e TZ~} 
var A, B: type 
inmorphismsops{a:-- ,(toX ..- x tn_ t , t , ) [a : tox" -  xt,  ~-* t, sHS} 
B. A-calculus. Use 27TYPE as signature of types, and extend the 
term forming rules by 
°-:to× " "  ×tn 1-*tnEA(to×'"×to l,t.) 
A[HSIG] refers to this calculus. 
We have the choice of using either the language of cartesian closure or 
that of A-calculus to specify higher type equations. A specification of a 
fixpoint operator may demonstrate he two styles: 
C3spec FIXPOINT is 
var A: type 
inops Y : [B~B]~B 
eqns ( 1 EB ~ B3, Y) ° ev~,B = Y 
A spec FIXPOINT is 
var B: type 
in ops Y: [B --, B]  --, B 
eqns ( f :  [B~ B]). f (Y ' f )=  ( f :  [B~ B]). r ' f  
("C 3'' and "A" refer to the language used). 
The C3-specification is in a rigorous combinatory style, while the A- 
specification appears to be more readable. With a slight modification 
A spec FIXPOINT is 
var B: type 
inopsY : [B~B]~B 
vat f :  [B~ B] in 
eqns f(¥'f)  = Y f  
even reminds of the standard style of specification (implicity stating that 
the terms are bound by the free variables occuring in an equation). 
3.3. DEFINITION. (i) A (higher type) A-specification A SPEC consists of 
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a type specification TYPE, a higher type signature HSIG = (XTYPE, HZ) 
and a (finite) set AE of A-equations of the form 
M=N 
with M, N~A[HSIG]~,,c) with t, t'~ TXTYPE(-e~) for a suitable set of type 
variables (M, N are A-functions). 
(ii) A (higher type) C3-specification C3SPEC consists of a type 
specification TYPE, a higher type signature HSIG = (XTYPE, HZ) and a 
(finite) set C3E of C3-equations of the form 
T=T '  
with T, T' being CCC[HSIG](D)-terms of the same sort where 
D = TSTVpE(X) for a suitable set X of type variables. 
(iii) We use CCC[C3SPEC] and A[ASPEC] to denote the two- 
level specification obtained by adding the respective equations to 
CCC[HSIG] and A[HSIG]. 
3.4. EXAMPLES. (i) Any algebraic specification SPEC = (S, Z', E) extends 
to a higher type specification. The C3-(resp. A-) structure only adds the 
higher type structure: 
A spec NAT is 
types ops nat :  ~ type 
in ops 0: ~ nat  
suc: nat  ~ nat  
add: nat  nat  ~ nat  
var m, n: nat in 
eqns add'(m, 0 ' ( ) )  =m 
add'(m, suc'n ) = suc'(add'(m, n )) 
With the additional convention that 
a(Mo ..... Mn_l) := a'(Mo ..... Mn-1) 
we obtain the standard notation. 
C 3 spec NAT is 
types ops nat:  ~ type 
in ops 0: ~ nat  
suc:  nat  ---, nat  
add: nat  nat  --, nat  
eqns ( 1 nat, ( ) nat o 0 ) o add = 1 nat 
(Pnat,nat, qnat,nat  o sue  ) o add = add o suc 
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(ii) We introduce coproducts (we shall substantiate the implicit 
statement below): 
A spec COPRODUCT is 
types ops __ + __: type type --, type 
var A, B, C: type 
in ops u~.B: A ~ A + B 
vA,B: B---> A + B 
[__,__]: [A--+C][B-*C]-~ [A + B--+C] 
var f :  [A-*C], g: [B~C] ,h :  [A + B--*C] 
eqns 2x:A • If, g](uAm'x)=f 
,~y:B. [f, g](VA,B' y )= g 
[)~x:A" h(uA,.' x), 2y:B" h(vA,.' y)]  = h (**) 
Coproducts in the C3-idiom are more cumbersome to define (reasons will 
be discussed below): 
C 3 spec COPRODUCT is 
types __ + __: type type - ,  type 
var A, B, C: type 
in ops uAm: --* [A ~ A + B] 
VA.B: -o [B --* A + B] 
[__,__]: [A ~ C][B~C]-~ [A + B-~ C] 
eqns (UA,B, [ - - , - - ]  ) o 8 = P[A ~ C],[B~ C] 
<VA,B ,  [ __ , __ ]  > o __  "~ - -  : q [A  ~ C] , [B ~ C] 
<(uA,., I~A+~c]>°--~--, (VA,., l [~+.~c]>O--;--> 
o [ __ , __ ]  = 1E~+~c ~ 
where ~ • [A ~ B] [B ~ C] --* [A ~ C] is the "enriched" composition 
(compare Remark 2.10(ii )). 
(iii) Recursive domains can be specified by introduction of a type and 
a recursive type equation. Universal object: 
spec UNIVERSAL is 
types ops U: ~ type 
eqns U = [ U ~ U] 
This allows the interpretation of the untyped 2-calculus by 
I(x) = x: U, I(2x. M) = 2x: U" I(M), I(MN) = I(M) I(N). 
Self-application is possible as (2x" U. M)(2x: U" M) is well defined. Clearly, 
the interpretation satisfies the axioms of the 2 - f l -q -ca lcu lus .  Observe 
that A [UNIVERSAL] is not isomorphic to the 2 -  f l -  q-calculus because 
of the product structure (which is not surjective pairing in the sense of 
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(Barendregt, 1981) as not necessarily U= U× U in the TYPE-algebra). 
Hence 2 - /3  - r/-calculus is only a fragment of A [UNIVERSAL]-calculus. 
Another way to introduce additional structure on types uses retracts 
explicitly: 
A spec UNIVERSAL ~ is 
types ops U: ~ type 
inopsc:  [U~ U] ~ U 
d: U~ [U~ U] 
vat f :  [ U ~ U] 
eqns d ' (e f )= f 
We now interpret untyped 2-calculus by 
I (x) = x:U, I ( )~x'M) = c')~x:U.I(M), I (MN)  = (d' I(M)) I(N). 
Self-application again is possible, and the /3-axiom is satisfied but not 
necessarily the r/-axiom 
I(2x" (Mx)  ) = e'(2x : U" (d'M)x) = e'(d'M). 
Other recursive data structures can be introduced in the same way 
A (C 3) spec NATBINTREE is 
NAT with SUMS with 
types ops tree: ~ type 
eqns tree = nat + tree × nat × nat 
We even can specify parameterized recursive data structures 
A(C 3) spec BINTREE is 
SUMS with 
types ops tree: type --* type 
var A: type in 
eqns tree(A) = A + tree(A) x A x A 
which defines tree structures of arbitrary height. 
Remark. The specification mechanism does not allow to make a general 
statement like "all systems of type equations have a solution." Such a 
statement is possible if hierarchical specifications of level greater than two 
are considered: 
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Assume that there is a third level of specification for which SUPER- 
TYPE plays the part of type. Then we can specify 
A spec YC3C 3 is 
supertype ops type: ---} SUPERTYPE 
var AA: SUPERTYPE 
in types ops YY: [AA ~ AA ] ---} AA 
var F: [AA ~ AA ] 
eqns YY'F  = f (YY 'F )  
in SUMS with 
FIXPOINT (replacing type by AA) 
where SUMS is the specification obtained from COPRODUCT omitting 
the unicity axiom (**). 
Extending the two-level approach in the obvious way, models of this 
specification are small cartesian closed categories, on each level products 
being monoids, such that each of the categories has a fixpoint operator and 
that the lower level categories have a sum. Construction of an initial model 
should give a cartesian closed category generated by the cartesian closed 
category C which has objects being formal solutions to recursive domain 
equations, and all recursive procedures over the base functions induced by 
the domain equations as morphisms. A hint how to confirm non-triviality 
of such a model may be the following consideration: Let C p be the full sub- 
category of cpo's containing all cpo's which are a solution to a set of 
domain equations envolving the functors 1, _ _x_ ,  _+_  (sum), 
_ _  ~_.  Iterating this construction to functor and product categories of 
the categories achieved, the structure should be rich enough to interprete 
yC3C 3 (observe that domain equations in functor and product categories 
are computed pointwise). 
It should be stressed that such structures are out of the scope of this 
paper, nevertheless we believe that they are of some interest. Again not too 
surprising, both the specification styles turn out to be equivalent in the 
following sense 
3.5. DEFINITION. The translations of A-terms and CCC-terms are exten- 
ded to the specified operators by # a # = a, Ea~ = a for 
a: to ' "  tn_ l~  tneHX.  Let CCC[A SPEC] (resp. A [C 3 SPEC]) denote 
the two-level specifications obtained by adding the translated equations, 
i.e., 
CCC[A SPEC] = CCC[HSIG] + {(~M~, ~_N~) [ (M, N) 6 AE} 
A [ C 3 SPEC ] = A [HSIG ] + { ( # r#,  # T' # ) I ( T, T') e C3E }. 
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Then the 
3.6. THEOREM. The theories A[A SPEC](D) and CCC[A SPEC](D) 
(resp. CCC[C 3 SPEC](D) and A[C3SPEC](D)) are equivalent for all 
TYPE-algebras D. 
is a straightforward consequence of Theorem 2.9. 
3.7. DEFINITION. A A[A SPEC]-theory is a A-theory T such that 
- -the type algebra of T is a TYPE-algebra 
- -A [ASPEC] (D)  is contained in T in the sense that all 
A [A SPEC ](D)-terms are T-terms and that all A [A SPEC ] (D)-equations 
hold in T. 
A homomorphism of A[A SPEC]-theories i a homomorphism h: T~ T' 
of A-theories uch that 
halo) ×.,. ×,(t, ,)(a :I(to)'" I(tn_ l) ~ I(tn)) 
= a:h(I(to))'"h(I(tn-l)) ~ h(I(tn)) 
for a: to" ' t , _ l~t ,~HS,  I:TsTYPE(X)--*DT~STYPE b, and 
h: DT~ DT'~ TYPE b. ("h preserves the SPEC-structure") and similarly for 
A[C3SPEC]. The categories are denoted by A[ASPEC]-TH and 
A[C 3 SPEC]-TH. 
We conclude from Proposition 2.12 and the definition 
3.8. PROPOSITION. (i) A[ASPEC]-TH.-~ CCC[SPEC] b, 
A[C3SPEC ]-TH .,~ CCC[C3SPEC] b. 
(ii) A[ASPEC](TvvpE) (A[CaSPEC](TTYPE)) are initial algebras in 
the corresponding categories, TxvvE being the initial TYPE-algebra. 
This equivalence of specification styles justifies 
3.9. DEFINITION. A specification with higher types HSPEC is either a A- 
or a C3-specification. ThEHSPEC] = A [HSPEC](TTvPE) is called the con- 
crete higher type theory presented by HSPEC. The isomorphism class of 
C Th[HSPEC] is called the abstract higher type theory presented by HSPEC. 
While the results tate an equivalence of the C a- and the A-idiom, exam- 
ples such as Example 3.4(ii) demonstrate hat specifications are written 
with greater ease in the A-style. Apparently variables are more suited to 
express the kind of structures being specifiable. We discuss the example of 
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coproducts to understand that the difficulties are inherent o the C 3- 
language. Coproducts can be introduced via the two-level specification 
spec BICCC is 
objects ops _ + _ :  type type -~ type 
var A, B, C: type in 
morphisms ops u~,.: -~ (A, A + B) 
' • (B, A + B)  VA, B . 
[ _ , _ ] ' :  (A, C)(B, C) -, (A + B, c) 
vat f :  (A, C), g: (B, C), h: (A + B, C) in 
eqns u~4,B ° [f, g ] '=  f 
V~,B ° [f, g ] '=  g 
[u~, .  o h, v~,~ o h i '  = h 
(Models are small cartesian closed categories with binary coproducts). In 
comparison, C3COPRODUCT uses function space objects to express the 
arity of the operators "[__,__]: [A --* C][B ~ C] --* [A + B --* C]." 
In fact [__,__] is the enriched version (Kelly, 1982) of [__,__]': 
[A+B~C]x(A+B)  ~ C 
eVA+B,C 
l [evA,~;evs, C~'
[_, ]×1~+o ( [A - - - ,C ]xA)+( [B~C]xB)  
l pxp' 
[A ~ C] x [B--+ C] x (A+B)  ~ ([A ~ C] x [B~ C] x A)+([A--* C] x [B~ C] x B) 
where p, p' are the obvious projections and the isomorphism 7 is due to the 
fact that a functor __ x A preserves colimits in a cartesian closed category. 
Similarly UA,B, YAm are the enriched versions of u~,B, v~4,B as well as the 
defining equations in C3COPRODUCT are rephrased from the equations 
of the two-level specification of coproducts. 
The example suggests the more general proceeding to generalize higher 
type specifications by including operators on function domains, i.e., 
operators 
a: (Ao, Bo) ' "  (A, 1, B, 1) ~ (An, Bn) (*) 
and equations envolving free variables over function domains. Such a 
specification method is more powerful but it has the disadvantage that 
functional completeness cannot be guaranteed (Lambek, 1974), where 
functional completeness tates (in terms of the A-calculus) that for any 
643/68/1-3-3 
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term M with a free occurence of a variable x there exists a closed term N 
such that M = N'x or M = Nx. If we take the specification 
CC with 
objects ops s: ~ type in 
morphisms ops a: (1, s) --* (1, s) 
the initial algebra cannot be functionally complete as the term ~r(f) cannot 
be abstracted (simply as variables of type f :  (A, B) cannot be bound in A- 
calculus, for a more elaborate counter example compare Lambek, 1974). 
We conclude that specifications including operators of the form (*) not 
necessarily ield higher type theories as cartesian closed categories are 
functionally complete (Lambek, 1974). 
4. MODELS FOR THEORIES WITH HIGHER TYPES 
Given a theory with higher types, one naturally asks for a suitable model 
theory, prominent questions being those for existence of free models and 
for completeness of theories. Parsaye-Ghomi (1981) introduces a notion of 
models with higher types, and states that both questions can be answered 
positively. We follow his lines, but choose a different, but equivalent 
approach. Our results are contradictory to that in (Parsaye-Ghomi, 1981) 
as existence of initial models and completeness of theories can only be 
established in certain cases. 
Our notion of models of theories with higher types is defined as follows: 
4.1. DEFINITION. Given a category C, an object A of C is called a 
generator if for all morphisms g¢h: B~ C there exists a morphism 
f :A~B such that fog¢foh .  If C has a terminal object which is 
generator, C is called concrete. 
4.2. Remark. Any concrete category C may be viewed as a category of 
sets and functions with objects C [ 1, A ] and morphisms 
C[1, f ] :C [1 ,  A] ~C[1 ,  B], a~aof  (concreteness guarantees the 
isomorphism), but concrete categories are easier to handle technically. 
4.3. DEFINITION. Let T be a abstract higher type theory (we shall hen- 
ceforth only consider abstract higher type theory, i.e., CCC-models 
Definition 2.13). The category of T-models, denoted by T-mod, has objects 
(A, F :T~ A) with A being a concrete cartesian dosed category, and 
F: T ~ A being a cartesian closed functor which is the identity on objects. 
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Given T-models F :T~A,  F':T--*A', a family h=(he:A[1, B ]~ 
A'[ 1, B] [ B e T) is called homomorphism of T-models if for all f :  B --* C e T 
the diagram 
hB 
A[1, B] , A'[1, B] 
A[1,F(f)] ~ [A'[1,F'(f))] 
All ,  C] hc ,A'[1, C] 
commutes. 
A functor F: C ~ C' between cartesian closed categories is called car- 
tesian closed if it preserves finite products and if the canonically induced 
morphisms qSA,B: F ([A ~ B]) ~ [F(A) ~ F(B)] are isomorphisms where 
[F(A) --* F(B)] x F(A) 
q)A,B x 1F(A) l 
F([A ~ B]) x F(A) 
eV F(A},F(B) 
, F(B) 
I F(eva,B) 
, F ( [A~B]×A)  
4.4. Remark. (i) An equivalent, functorial definition is to state that T- 
models are weakly cartesian closed functors F: T ~ Set, i.e., the ~A,B'S are 
injective, with natural transformations a homomorphisms. 
(ii) The definition of "algebras" with higher type (Parsaye-Ghomi, 
1981) coincide with our notion of T-models. For a proof basically 
Remark 4.2 and the above remark may be used. 
4.5. EXAMPLES. (i) Consider the specification NAT given in Example 
3.4(i). Let I(nat)=No and I(1)=1, I(dxd')=I(d)xI(d'), I([d--,d'])= 
El(d) ~ I(d')], and No [-d, d'] = Set[I(d), I(d')] for d, d'~ TTVVEeNAa'2 with 
composition of functions. No defines a Th[NAT]-model with the canonical 
choice of operations. 
(ii) Any Th[UNIVERSAL~]-model C defines a 2-model Mc in the 
sense of (Barendregt, 1981): 
Use that 2-models are equivalent to 2-families (Barendregt, 1981, 5.4.51. 
One can prove that 
x := C[l, u] 
F . := {C[1, f ] I f :U~U~C} 
[~(__) : F~ ~ X, C[1, f ]  ~ C[1, 'T '0c] 
__.__:C[1, dx luoeVu, u] :XxXo X 
22.: F.+~ ~ F~, C[1, g]--*C[1, A(g)] 
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is a 2-model, where 
[U- - *U]xU ovu,~ ,U  [U- - *U]xU ov~,~ ,U  
'~c" × 1U l ~ A(g) x lu l 
I×U U"×U 
The proof is a straightforward, but tedious computation. Concreteness 
guarantees that the above defines mappings. For THI-UNIVERSAL]- 
models the q-axiom holds as well. The idea is similar to that in Obtulowicz 
and Wiweger (1978) for universal objects with U= [U~ U]. 
At the moment the connection between Th[UNIVERSAL]-mod and 
Th[universala]-mod and the respective categories of 2-calculi s not clear. 
We conjecture that any 2-model can be freely extended to a 
Th [UNIVERSE ~ I-model. 
If we translate the results of (Parsay~Ghomi, 1981) to our framework, 
it is stated that T[1,__]: T ~ T h is an initial T-model where 
4.6. DEFINITION. T h is the horn-category of T with the same objects as T 
and morphisms Th[B, C] := {T[1 , f ]  r f :  B-~ CET} and composition of 
functions, with T[1, f ] :  T[1, B] ~ T[1, C], b ~ b of  
4.7. PROPOSITION. (T h, T[1,__]) is an initial T-model iff T is concrete. 
Proof Concreteness of T implies that T -T  h as f#  g: A ~ B iff 
T [1 , f ]  #T[1,  g]. Hence (T h, T[1,__]) is a T-model and trivially initial. 
Assume that (T h, T [ 1,__]) is initial. Let f # g: A ~ B ~ T. By abstraction 
"ff # "g," where 
[A~B]×A eva.B ,A 
l xA~-A  
Then T[-1,'~c"]#T[1,"g ''] and T[1, f ]#T[ I ,  g], (T[1,__] preserves 
cartesian closure by assumption, hence T[1, '~¢"] = "T[1, f ]") .  As T[1, f ] ,  
T[1, g] are functions there exists a a: 1 ~ A ~T such that aof#ao g. 
Remark. (i) (T h, T[1,__]) is the canonical candidate for an initial T- 
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model. The equivalent functorial T-model (Remark 4.4) is the hom-functor 
T[1,__]: T ~ Set. Due to the Yoneda lemma (MacLane, 1972), there exists 
a unique natural transformation t: T[1,_] - -*F to any functor F: T ~Set 
preserving the terminal object. But T[1,__] is weakly cartesian closed iff T 
is concrete, or--in terms of T-models--T h is cartesian closed only if T is 
concrete. The basic observation is that f~g:A~BeT must imply 
T[1, f ]  #T[ I ,  g] to obtain cartesian closure of T h. 
4.8. PROPOSITION. There are higher type theories which are not concrete. 
Proof  Let 
spec SIMPLE is 
types : ~ type 
in ops a: ---> s 
f, g : s~s  
eqns ao f=ao g=a 
The generated A-calculus is finite Church-Rosser if conversion is replaced 
by reduction, and if the rewrite rules f ' a  ~ a, g'a ~ a are added. A proof 
for this immediately follows by adapting the proof of (Gandy, 1980) for 
typed A-calculi with products. The rewrite rules do not cause particular 
problems as the reduction and the rewriting commutes trivially (compare 
Voss, 1983). But then normal forms exist and f, g:s~s  are in normal 
form. Hence f¢  g in T := Th[SIMPLE]. Again using the existence of nor- 
mal forms, one can prove that T[1, s ]={a}.  We conclude that 
T[1, f ]  = T[1, g] (the use of the A-calculus is justified by the results given 
above). | 
The example SIMPLE--as well as NAT where, for instance, 
2(x: nat, y: nat ) . add' ( x, y)-C2(x: nat, y: nat ) . add' ( y, x ), but the 
underlying "functions" are equal--demonstrates that the distinction 
between theories and models is that between intension and extension; 
morphisms may be identified as "functions" on the categorical "elements" 
but they are different as "elements" of a function space object. The obser- 
vation stimulates the idea that a distinction between intensional and exten- 
sional models may be appropriate. Intensional model will be called 
algebras. 
4.9. DEFINITION. (i) A category C with finite products is called weakly 
cartesian closed if for all objects B, C~ C there exists an object [B~ C] 
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and a morphism eve, c: [B~ C] x B~ C such that for any morphism 
f :  A x B ~ C there exists a morphism A(f):  A ~ [B ~ C] such that 
[B--*C]xB evn, c ~ C 
A(f) xlB l ~f  
AxB 
commutes (compared to cartesian closure the unicity axiom is missing). 
(ii) Given a higher type theory T, (A, F: T ~ A) is called a T-algebra 
if A is a concrete weakly cartesian closed category with the same objects as 
T and F: T ~ A is a functor which preserves finite products and weak car- 
tesian closure (i.e., F( [B~C])= [F (B)~F(C) ]  and F(ev~,c)= 
eVF(B),F(C)), and which is the identity on objects. With homomorphisms a
defined in Definition 4.3 this defines a category T-alg. 
Remark. T-rood is a full subcategory of T-alg. 
EXAMPLES. Any Th[UNIVERSE ~] algebra defines a 2-algebra in the 
sense of (Barendregt, 1981) using the characterization via combinatory 
algebras (Barendregt, 1981, 5.4.12): 
X := Al l ,  U] 
__ '__  := Al l ,  d× lvoevv, v]: X×X~ X 
K := A(A(pv, u)oc)oc 
S := A(A(A((po °d, P2, Pl ° d, P2) o (evv, v o d× evv, v) ° evv, v) o c) o c) o c 
(Pi: Ux U× U~ U projections). A proof is tedious. Again the relationship 
between the different categories of algebras is not settled yet. 
4.10. DEFINITION. Let C be a cartesian closed category, and A be an 
object of C. Then CA is the category with the same objects as C and 
morphisms CA[-B, C] := C[A xB, C]. Composition is defined by 
fAogA := (pA ,B , f )og  for f :AxB- - *C ,  g :AxC~D (Lambek, 1974), 
where fA: A x B ~ C is used to distinguish f :  A x B --. C as an element of 
CA. 
A prerequisite for the further development is the 
4.11. THEOREM (Lambek, 1974). (i) CA & a cartesian closed category, 
and the functor EA: C -~ CA, f ~ qAmof for f :  B-~ C~ C preserves car- 
tesian closure. 
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(ii) For any cartesian closed functor F: C ~ D and any morphism 
a: 1 ~ F(A)e  D there exists a unique functor F[a]: CA ~ D such that 
C EA ) CA 
F~x~ IF[ a| 
D 
commutes and F[a](P~.l)=a. F[a] is defined 
<( >Boa, lB )oF( f ) fo r f :AxB~CEC.  
(iii) E,4 is fa i thful / fC[1,  A| #~.  
We have the following additional properties: 
by F [a ] ( f  "4) := 
4.12. PROPOSITION. C A is concrete if C is concrete. 
Proof Let f#  g: A x B ~ CE CA[B,C]. By concreteness of C there 
exists a (a ,b>: l~AxB such that (a ,b>of#(a ,b )og .  But then 
<P,4,1, qA, l°b>°f  # <P,4,1, q,4,1°b>°g as <a, 11>o <P,4,1, q,4,1°b>°f = 
<a, b> of  II 
4.13. PROPOSITION. Let f # g: A ~ C ~ C. Then ,t o P,4.1 E,4(f) # 
p~,lOE,4(g) in CA. 
Proof As ,4 P, ,1°E`4(f)= (P,4,1, P,4,1> °q,4,,4°f =PA, l ° f  ,4 o P ,1 E,4(f) = 
,4 ° P`4,1 E`4(g) implies f=  g. | 
4.14. PROPOSITION. (ThA, TAIl,__|) is a T-algebra for all objects A ~ T. 
Proof 1 is a generator by Proposition 4.13. T |  is a category with finite 
products as hom-functors preserve finite products. Choose TAIl, evn, c] 
and TAIl, A(f)]  as weakly cartesian closed structure. 
4.15. PROPOSITION. (T h, T[1,__]) is an initial T-algebra. 
Proof Let (A, F) be a T-algebra. We construct a homomorphism 
i:Th--*A by i(T[1, b ] ) :=  F(b) with b:~B6T.  It is Straightforward to 
check that i is the unique homomorphism. II
Next we analyse completeness. 
4.16. DEFINITION. A higher type theory T is ext- (in!-) complete if 
V f, g: A ~ B ~ T: [V(A, F)~ T-mod (E T-alg): F(f)= F(g)]  =f= g. 
We immediately conclude 
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4.17. PROPOSITION. (i) T is ext-complete ifT is concrete. 
(ii) Every theory is int-complete. 
Proof (i) is obvious. For (ii) use T~ and observe that T[1, qA,A o f ]  # 
T[1, qA,A°g] for f#g:A~B~T.  | 
For the rest of the paper we are concerned with T-models. One may 
wonder if the results on existence of initial models and on ext-completeness 
of theories are exact. The answer is not so obvious because of some 
pathological cases (at least from the experience of set theory). 
4.18. Remark. We conjecture that there exist higher type theories which 
(i) have initial models but are not ext-complete, (ii) are ext-complete but 
do have initial models, (iii) are neither ext-complete nor have initial 
models. So far we have not been able to construct examples which do not 
seem to be straightforward as questions uch as completeness of typed 2- 
calculi with equations are envolved (Friedman, 1975). We believe that such 
examples hould use the 
4.19. Observation. Any T-model (A, F) satisfies Vf g :A ~ B: 
f#g=~(  >Aisepi. 
According to this conjecture neither completeness nor existence of initial 
algebras ufficiently characterize concrete theories but a combination may 
do. 
4.20. Observation. A higher order theory T is concrete if it is ext-com- 
plete and has an initial model (I, I) such that I: T --, I is full. 
Proof Let f,g:A--*B~T. I(f)=I(g) implies F(f)=F(g) for all T- 
models (A, F) (use f= ge*,'T' = "g"), hence f= g in T by completeness. 
Thus I is faithful and an isomorphism by assumption, I being an identity 
on objects. | 
One immediately suspects that the functor I: T--* I must be full for an 
initial T-model (I, I), otherwise leaving freedom for interpretation. Unfor- 
tunately, we cannot imagine a straightforward proof because of the rather 
complex internal structure of concrete cartesian closed categories. The only 
method applicable seems to use functional completeness of cartesian closed 
categories as discussed in (Lambek, 1974). 
We now proceed as follows: Given an ext-complete theory T such that 
an initial model exists, we construct a model T c which is a faithful exten- 
sion of the theory. The construction adds enough "indeterminates" by a 
transfinite construction (CA may be viewed as "adding an indeterminate" 
x: 1 --* A to C, Lambek, 1974). If the initial algebra is not "full" the initial 
homomorphism I -, T c maps a morphism of I to a morphism added in the 
construction of T c. As indeterminates can be freely interpreted, this 
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morphism can be mapped to different morphisms of a suitable category. 
But then we have two different homomorphisms out of the initial model 
into the same model, being a contradiction to the assumption. 
We first construct he model T c. 
4.21. DEFINITION. Let T be a higher type theory. An object A of T is 
called weakly initial if T[ 1, A ] = ~ and IT l-A, B] I~ < 1 for all objects B ~ T. 
4.22. LEMMA. B e T is weakly initial iff 
IT[A × B, C]L <~ 1 for all A, Ce T. 
Proof T[1, B ]=~impl ies  C[1, A×B]=~.  | 
T[1, B] = ~ and 
4.23. LEMMA. Let T be a higher type theory, and let C ~ T be weakly 
initial If T[1, A] ~3 then C is weakly initial in T A. 
Proof T A[1, C] = T[A x l, C] = fZJ as f : A x l --} C implies 
(a, l l )o f : l~CeT.  ]TA[BxC,  D] I= IT [A×BxC,  D]I<<.I for all 
B, D ~ T by assumption. | 
4.24. LEMMA. (i) Let (F~,#: T~ ~Tp[  ~,/3<2), 2 being a limit ordinal, 
be a transfinite chain (i.e., F~,a o F#.~ = F~,~) of theories and theory morphisms 
which are the identity on objects. Then the colimit (T;., (F~,~: T~--*T~)) is 
given by 
TJA,  B ] := H T~[A,B] 
c~<2 
with f ~ g:.e~ 37 < 2: F~,y(f) = FB,~( g) for f : A ~ B 6 T~, g : A ~ B ~ T #. For 
definition of the operations use that for all [ f ] ,  [-g] e T;~ there exists an 
~<2 andf ' ,  g'~T~ such that [ f ' ]  = [ f ]  and [g']  = [g]. 
(ii) I f  A is weakly initial in all T~, ct < 2, then A is weakly initial in T ~. 
Proof (i) As all T~ are CCC(D)-algebras, D being the algebra of 
objects which is identical for all T~, we can apply the standard construction 
of filtered colimits (MacLane, 1972) which is given. 
(ii) Trivially T~[-1, A ]=~ and IT;~[A,B]I~<I as F~,~(f)= 
f ' :A~B~Tafor  f :A~BeT~.  | 
4.25. DEFINITION. Let T be a higher type theory, 5f := {x:A lxeX,  
AcT  such that T[1, A] ~},  where X is a set with IX] >~ ]T°[ +Ro (T o 
objects ofT), and let 7 be the least ordinal such that ]7] = ]5~] with t:~ ~Y 
being an isomorphism. 
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We construct a transfinite chain of higher type theories by 
(a) To:= T 
(b) T~,:= TA, F~,~, := EA:T~---}T~,, where t(c~)=x:A 
(c) (Tx, (F~,a:T~--*T~[e<2)) is the colimit of the chain (T~ I e<2), 
for limit ordinals 2 < 7. 
4.26. THEOREM. Let T be a higher type theory such that A ~ T is weakly 
initial if T [ 1, A ] = ~.  Then T C : = T~ is concrete and F : = Fo, ~ : T ~ T~ is 
faithful. 
Proof (i) All functors F~: T~, ~<fl~<2 are faithful: 
(a) F~,~,:T~--*T~, is faithful by Theorem 4.11(iii) as T~[1, A ]~,  
where t(~) = x:A. 
(b) Let ~<2~<7, 2 being a limit ordinal, fvag :A~B~T~.  By 
assumption the functors F~,~: T~ ~ T~, a ~< fl < 2, are faithful, hence 
[ f ]  ~ [g]  in T~. 
(ii) By Lemmas 4.23 and 4.24, A is weakly initial in T~ if A is weakly 
initial in T. 
(iii) Assume that f~g:A- - -}B~T~.  Then f '#g ' :A~B~T~ for 
some a < ? where F~,~(f')=f, F~,~(g')= g. Then there exists a least ordinal 
fl such that a<f l  and z(fl)=x:A. Otherwise I {x :A lx~X}{<~,  but 
I{x:A I x~X}]=JX]+l lo .  Without restriction of generality let f l=a' .  
Then A o , A , A o F~,,~(pa, ~) o f~ P ,~ F~,~'(f)¢PA,~ f~,~,(g) in T~, (4.13), and 
A 
F. ' ,~(PA,1)  ° g. I 
The next step is to use (T ~, F) to establish the contradiction sketched 
above. We need 
4.27. Observation. Any cartesian closed functor G: A --* A' such that 
T 
A >A' G 
and such that G is the identity on objects defines a homomorphism 
G: (A, F) ~ (A', F') of T-models with G~(b) := G(b) for b:l  --* B6 A. (For 
convenience we use the same notation for functor and corresponding 
homomorphism.) 
Proof A'[1, F ' ( f ) ] (Gs(b))  = GB(b) o r ' ( f )  = G(b) o G(F( f ) )  = 
G(boF(f)) = Gc(AI-1, F(f)](b)) for f :  B--* CET. I 
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Remark. In fact, the set of homomorphisms between T-models (A, F), 
(A', F') and the set of cartesian closed functors G: A ~A '  satisfying the 
above requirements are isomorphic. The proof is cumbersome as it depends 
on "enriched" versions of the structure. 
4.28. LEMMA. Let T be a ext-complete higher type theory, (I, I) an initial 
T-model. Then an object A o f t  is weakly initial/fT[1, A] = ~.  
Proof Tf with ]Tf[A, B]I = 1 if T[A, B] ~ ~ is a concrete higher type 
theory. (The theory properties are computed via T.) By initiality there 
exists a homomorphism F f : I~Tf ,  hence T[1, A] =~ implies 
I[1, A ]=~.  Completeness ensures that fCg :A~BeT implies 
I ( f )  ~ I(g) in I (4.20) and weak initiality of A in T. | 
4.29. THEOREM. A higher type theory is concrete iff it is ext-complete and 
has an initial model 
Proof. Let T be an ext-complete higher type theory, (I, I) an initial T- 
model. Assume that T is not concrete and I: T ~ I is not faithful. Then 
there exists a y: 1 ~ A e I such that 
(i) y : l~A~Im( I )  
(ii) yoI(f)v~ yoI(g) for some f vL g:A ~ BeT  
(iii) xo f=xog( inT)  for all x: l ~ A, f, g:A~BeT.  
Moreover there exists a unique T-homomorphism 
I 
F 
T ~ 
where (T c, F) is constructed as in Definition4.25, being a model by 
Theorem 4.26. On the other hand, we use transfinite induction to define a 
cartesian closed funetor 
TC 
T\ 
I 
I 
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as follows: For any B such that I[1, B] :/= ~ (.¢*T[1, B] ¢ ~)  choose an 
element xn: 1 ~ B e I. Let 
(a) Ho := I :T~I  
(b) H~,:=H~[xR] :T~I  where l (a )=x:B  ((Halfl<~a') is a 
cocone if (Haiti < a) is so) 
(c) H~: T~ ~ I is uniquely induced from the cocone (H~ ] a < 2) for 
limit ordinals 2 ~< y. 
By initiality go H= 11 (H is a homomorphism Observation 4.27). Then 
g(y)oF(f)v~ g(y)oF(g) and g(y)¢Im(F) (if g(y)eI(F) then 
yo f=yog) .  We conclude that there exists a f l<?  such that 
F~,lr(g(y)) v ~ (2~ but -1 F~z(g(y))= ~. Assume that z(fl')=x:B. There exists 
a morphism h :Bx l  AeT  a such that hS= -1 --* F~,,7(g(y)) (Fa,~ is faithful) 
and hv~qs, loa for all a: 1--*A eT  a (otherwise F~,~(g(y))#f2~), i.e., g(y) 
depends on the indeterminate added by constructing Ta,. (Observe that all 
computations are on horn-sets of the form T~[1,__].) 
Next we construct a homomorphisms (cartesian closed functor) 
K: T" --* T~ as follows: 
(a) K~ := F~,~oE8 for ~<fl. 
(b) K s, := KaleS,, ] (pg, l: l  --*B in T~). 
(c) K¢,:=K¢[z] for fl'~<~ and for some z : l~CeT] ,  where 
t(~') =x:C (observe that TOil, C] #~ implies T~[1, C] #~) .  
(d) Kz is induced by colimit properties for limit ordinal 2 ~< 7. 
We now compute: 
(i) EB(g(y))=q~,xog(y)in T c. 
(ii) K(g(y))=Ka,(hS)= B Ka[P ,1](h ) 
= ( ( )1°P~,1 ,  l l ) °Ka(h)  
= ( (  >1 ° eB, I"B, 11> oEB(h) (use that F¢,~ is faithful) 
<< o ~ 1oh)  ~. = >1 PB, 1, l l>° (qB ,  B× 
Interpreted in T ~ we obtain K(g(y))= h. From faithfulness of Fa, ~ we con- 
clude h#qB, log(y). Thus goEB#goK:I~TCB in contradiction to 
initiality of I (T~ is concrete by Observation 4.19). But then I: T ~ I must 
be full what in combination with Definition 4.16 proves the theorem. | 
Remark. It should not be too surprising that weakly initial objects 
cause some problems as initial objects cannot have an element in a car- 
tesian closed category; x: 1 ~ 0 implies that A ~- 1 for all objects A. 
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4.30. COROLLARY. For a higher type theory T with initial algebra (I, I) 
the functor I: T --* I is full. 
Proof Apply image factorization (in CCC(T°)) 
T i ), I 
\ J  
Im(I) 
We use faithfulness of Im(I) ~ I to apply the proof of Theorem 4.29 to 
Ira(I) observing that completeness i  only used to establish faithfulness. But 
lm(I)-mod~_T-mod. |
The remaining problem is to characterize higher type theories which are 
complete (resp. have initial algebras). 
4.31. DEFINITION. An object A of a higher type theory T is called safe if 
A is weakly initial or ( )A: A ~ 1 is epi. 
Remark. Any object A is safe if T[1, A|  ~ ~.  
4.32. LEMMA. EA:T--+T~ is faithful if ( )A: A ~ I is epi. 
Proof As __ x B is a left adjoint, as left adjoints preserve colimits, and 
as any epi is uniquely determined by a pushout square (Herrlich-Strecker, 
1974) ( )Ax l~:AxB- - , I×B is epi for all objects B. But qAm= 
( )A×I~°qI,B. | 
4.33. PROPOSITION. A higher type theory is complete if all objects are 
safe. 
Proof Apply the argument of Theorem 4.26, but modify the construc- 
tion by choosing ~r:= {x:A[xeX,  AcT  such that ( )~:A~ 1 is epi} as 
the set of indeterminates to be added. | 
Proposition 4.33 gives us a sharp characteriztion of theories which have 
a functionally free algebra in the sense that there exists an algebra (A, F) 
such that F is faithful. It seems quite unlikely to characterize complete 
theories further except hat one can state 
Remark. If T is complete then qA,Aof~qA,Aog for f~g:A~B~T 
with A being not safe. 
The lack of a sharper characterization results from the fact that fac- 
torization may strongly depend on the order indeterminates are added. We 
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conclude the section with a remark on the existence of free T-algebras and 
T-models. Given a higher type theory T, forgetful functors 
U: T -a lg  ~ Set s V: T -mod ~ Set s 
are defined by U(A, F) := (All, B] I BeS) ,  V(A, F ) := (A[1, B] ] BES), 
where S := {B~T ° [B not weakly initial in T}. 
4.34. PROPOSmON. (i) U has a left adjoint. 
(ii) V has a left adjoint if an &itial T-algebra exists. 
Proof. Given a S-ordered set Y adjoin the indeterminates by a 
(transfinite) construction along the lines of Definition 4.25. Observe that 
the construction of Proposition 4.17 preserves weak cartesian closure. 
5. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK 
We have looked for a basis of a theory of abstract data types which 
include the use of higher types. The approach appears to be natural 
because of the equivalence of the "algebraic" theory of cartesian closure 
and the "operational" A-calculus. While cartesian closure stresses the struc- 
tural aspect, the A-calculus provides ome intuition about how to compute 
with higher type structures. The A-calculus turns out to be very helpful to 
prove properties of a specification as several results such as normalization, 
Church-Rosser theorems, etc., are available in the literature. We have for 
instance used the A-calculus to investigate the composition of implemen- 
tations of abstract data types in (Poign6 and Voss, 1985), where proofs 
essentially depend on operational properties of the A-calculus. 
While the question of higher type theories eems to be quite settled, the 
situation is less satisfactory for models: Algebras behave nicely with regard 
to completeness and existence of free algebras but loose structural proper- 
ties as cartesian closure, while completeness and existence of free structures 
does not hold for models in general. If we compare the advantages and dis- 
advantages, we believe that algebras are more suited for a theory of data 
type specifications. The loss of cartesian closure may even be desirable: 
Assume that we have a specification with two operators of the same arity 
for which rather different axioms hold, but which cannot be distinguished 
as functions if applied to terms. One may ask if the operators have the 
same "meaning." Certainly, they are equal from an extensional point of 
view, but from a pragmatic point of view they may be considered as dif- 
ferent as they may be used in quite different contexts (in practice they may 
be implemented in different ways for instance). In general, we believe that 
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the use of functions in abstract data type theory is intensional, hence a 
model theory based on algebras eems to be justified. Nevertheless models 
are interesting for theoretical purposes. 
A line of future research should extend the equivalence of categorical 
structures and 2-calculi to more complicated structures uch as Mar- 
tin-L6fs type theory (Martin L6f, 1979), second order typed 2-calculus 
(Reynolds, 1974), or the theory of constructions of (Coquand and Huet, 
1984). 
For a methodology of specifications with higher types our work merely 
provides elements of a mathematical foundation leaving open all problems 
of modularization techniques which are to be developed in subsequent 
papers. 
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